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1. PROBLEM AND METHOD OF PROOF 
Using the notations of 0. Ore in his book “The Four Color Problem” 
(New York, 1967, Chapter 12), the purpose of this paper is to give a proof 
of the following 
THEOREM 1. A triangulation T, of the sphere of which the e vertices are 
solely of valence 5 or 7, contains a reducible con$guration; in particular it 
contains at least one of the 19 reducible configurations shown in Table 2 
of thispaper. 
It follows immediately: A 5-chromatic triangulation T, of minimal 
number e of its vertices all having valence 5 or 7, does not exist. 
Denoting by ei the number of i-vertices of a triangulation T, we have to 
consider the subset of all T, for which e = e5 + e, . In all figures “0” is a 
5-vertex and “o” a 7-vertex. The proof is given by using 2 known and 17 
new reductions. 
The pioneers of this reduction method did not give a detailed analysis 
of their concepts of reduction. (Ore gives a definition of an irreducible 
graph [Z.C., p. 1961.) An investigation of the concepts of reduction has been 
attempted in the author’s “Untersuchungen zum Vierfarbenproblem” 
(Mannheim, 1969, Chapter I), where four concepts of A-, B-, C-, or D- 
reducible configurations are developed from the work of A. Errera, 
G. D. Birkhoff, and C. E. Winn. We do not intend to repeat this here; 
but let us remark that it is common to an A-, B-, C-, or D-reducible 
configuration that it cannot occur in a minimal 5-chromatic triangulation. 
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The D- or the C-reducibility of a configuration can be recognized much 
better by computing than by such direct calculations as have been given by 
the authors up to now. One may say that recognizing the C- or the D- 
reducibility or -irreducibility of a configuration is easier by using a digital 
computer than by conventional calculation. The first programs for this 
purpose were made by my co-worker Karl Di.irre, who will publish them 
separately. This paper is the first in which computed reductions are 
published: we need 19 reducible configurations for the proof of Theorem 1, 
Rl through R19 of Table 2, of which Rl and R2 are well known. The other 
17, R3 through R19, have been found by computing. (For those readers 
who know the author’s “Untersuchungen zum Vierfarbenproblem,” it may 
be remarked that RI, R2, R4, R7, Rll, R14, R15, R16, R17, R18, R19 
are D-reducible, the rest, i.e. R3, R5, R6, R8, R9, RlO, R12, R13 are 
D-irreducible and C-reducible.) The D-reducibility of R18, R19 and the 
C-reducibility of R13 are based on a single computer run in each case. 
Independent confirmation is desirable. The reducibility of each of the 
19 configurations is assumed in what follows. 
2. STARTING POINT FOR THE PROOF 
Starting to prove Theorem 1, we observe first that the 3 reducible 
configurations of Table 2-Rl, R2, R7-allow us to make sure that, in 
each T, , e = e5 + e, , there are only 7 irreducible distinct configurations 
of connected 5-vertices: Let us begin with the trivial case of a separating 
3-circuit of 7-vertices, including no 5-vertex at all, (see Table 1, B7). Then 
TABLE 1 
Bl B2 B3 B4 
B6 
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comes B6, a single Svertex having a separating 5-circuit of five 7-vertices. 
Then a pair of 5-vertices, B5, and a triangle of 5-vertices, B2, each having 
a 6-circuit through six 7-vertices. Then a “chain” of three 5-vertices, B4, 
and a “chain” of four 5-vertices, which, excluding R2, can only have the 
shape of B3. Excluding R7 we see that B3 is already the chain of maximum 
number of links. Starting from B2, we still have Bl with a separating 
circuit through seven 7-vertices. It is impossible to extend the four con- 
nected 5-vertices of a sample Bl in a connected arrangement without 
getting one of the excluded configurations RI or R2. Let us summarize 
this enumeration: 
THEOREM 2. Any T, , e = e5 + e7 , is a mosaic of samples of the 7 
configurations, called “building blocks,” of Table 1, Bl through B7, unless it 
includes one of the 3 reducible conjgurations Rl , R2, R7 of Table 2. 
3. THE EULER EQUATION 
Euler’s equation for polyhedra, formulated for the triangulations 
discussed in this paper, is 
i (1 - +) = 2, 
a=1 
i, = 5 or 7, 
the sum taken over the e vertices of the T, . 
As we understand the T, as a mosaic of the 7 building blocks of Table 1, 
we wish to replace the contributions 1 - (i,/6) of the vertices by contri- 
butions of each of the 7 building blocks, to get the same sum 2 again. 
Regard, e.g., B4 (Table 1). What may be called its contribution to 
equation (I)? At first we have three times 1 - (5/6) from the three 
5-vertices. Furthermore there are the seven 7-vertices of the separating 
circuit, among which we first consider the 7-vertex A of the B4 in Table 1. 
At A only 2 of the 7 triangles with A as one of their vertices belong to B4, 
while the other 5 triangles do not belong to B4. Therefore exactly 2/7 of the 
contribution 1 - (7/6) = -(l/6) of A in equation (1) is regarded as 
belonging to the contribution of B4. In a similar way each of the seven 
7-vertices of the separating circuit sends its corresponding number times 
(l/7) * (-l/6) to the contribution of B4. Beginning with A and running 
counterclockwise around B4, these numerators are 2,2, 3, 3,2, 2,4. There- 
fore, the contribution of the building block B4 is 
3 ,++f+;+;+;+$+;) ++-!-. 
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TABLE 2 
The 19 reducible configurations 
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Rl R2 R3 R4 R5 
R6 R7 R8 R9 R10 
Rll R12 R13 R14 
R15 R16 R17 
R18 R19 
To avoid denominators we multiply by 14. Then the contributions (also 
called weights) of the Bl through B7 to the sum 28 are +3, +2, +2, fl, 
0, -1, -1 (see Table 1). The building blocks Bl through B4 are called 
positive building blocks, B6 and B7 negative building blocks; and B5 is the 
null building block. 
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Let the T, consist of b, building blocks Bv, 1 < u < 7; then 
Equation (1) has been transformed into 
3b, + 26, + 26, + 6, - b, - b, = 2% 
The next theorem follows immediately from (2). 
THEOREM 3. A T, contains at least one of the positive building blocks 
Bl, B2, B3 or B4. 
Therefore in Sections 5 through 8 we give four discussions, one for each 
positive building block, beginning with B4. The manner of discussion is 
the same in each of the four cases: one sample of the positive building block 
in question is the central building block. It may be extended by bringing 
other building blocks close to it, in order to start all possible mosaics, 
excluding the 19 reducible configurations of Table 2. By these exclusions 
we will soon be forced to use enough negative building blocks close to the 
central building block so as to cancel the original positive weight of the 
central building block. This cancellation is achieved by distributing the 
negative weight of each block B6 or B7 to its positive neighboring blocks. 
4. THE COMPENSATION CALCULATION 
In Section 3 we have distributed the “weights” of the vertices (i.e., the 
contributions 1 - (j/6) of the j-vertices to Equation (1)) to the building 
blocks (giving them the weights used in Equation (2)). Now we perform 
a second distribution of weights by distributing the weights of the negative 
building blocks to the positive blocks. Our claim is that after this second 
distribution no positive weight will remain. This will finish our proof. 
The following method is used for the compensation calculation: There 
are two different negative building blocks, B6, B7, as shown in Table 1. 
B6 has j = 5, and B7 has j = 3 neighboring building blocks, since none 
of the blocks can have more than one edge in common with a B6 or a B7. 
If a negative building block borders the central building block (along a 
common edge) we count the total number p of its positive neigboring 
building blocks (including the central building block). This number p 
may not exceed j. Its contribution to each of its positive neighbors will 
be -I/p. Let g(=3, 2, or 1) be the weight of the central building block 
and let m be the number of negative building blocks bordering the central 
block, with contributions 
1 1 
-- --. 
Pl 
,***> 
Pm 
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Then the modified weight is 
In the four following sections we shall prove that this is never positive. 
5. CENTRAL BUILDING BLOCK B4 (WEIGHT +l) 
By a covertex of the central building block we mean a vertex not 
belonging to the central building block, which forms a triangle with two 
successive vertices of the separating circuit of the central building block. 
The triangle itself is called a cotriungle; five of the seven covertices in 
Figure 1 are A, B, C, D, F. 
A cotriangle is spoken of as a 577-cotriangle or a 777-cotriangle, 
according to whether its covertex is a 5-covertex or a 7-covertex. 
A 777-cotriangle is-as any 777-triangle of the triangulation TB--a 
sample of a building block B7 in the part of the mosaic (cf. Theorem 2) 
under consideration. 
A vertex A can be given the s&ix of its valence, say A, or A,, i.e., if 
the valence of A is called iA , iA = 5 or iA = 7. 
Excludmg R3 (Figure l), iD = 7, i.e. the valence i of the vertex D is 
seven. 
D 
FIGURE 1 
Excluding RlO, not iB = ic = 5, not iA = iF = 5. This proves that 
there are at least three 7-covertices, each corresponding to a 777-cotriangle. 
These contribute at least 3 . (-l/3) = -1, which compensates the weight 
+l of the central building block. 
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6. CENTRAL BUILDING BLOCK B3 (WEIGHT f2) 
Excluding R3 we have ic = 7 (Figure 2). 
FIGURE 2 
Let iv = 7. The two 777-cotriangles ABC and BFD, having the third 
negative building block B7 BCD as their common neighbor, therefore, 
each contributes -0.5 or - 1, the sum of which is at least - 1, which is 
half of the weight necessary to compensate for the positive weight of the 
central building block. 
If iD = 5, we have, excluding R5, iH = 7. As furthermore, R4 and 
Rl 1 are excluded, D, is the isolated 5-vertex of a B6 (which is of negative 
weight); so the 777-cotriangle ABC contributes -1 to our compensation 
calculation. 
In turning Figure 2 by 180” so that the central building block as a 
whole maintains its configuration and repeating the reasoning as above, 
another -1 is added to our compensation calculation; the sum of the 
weights is no longer positive. 
7. CENTRAL BUILDING BLOCK B2 (WEIGHT +2) 
The 555-triangle, bordered by its separating circuit of six 7-vertices 
(Figure 3) has the 6 covertices H, I, J, K, L, M. 
FIGURE3 
LEMMA 7.1. If a covertex is a 7-covertex it contributes either -0.5 or 
-1 to our compensation calculation. 
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Proof. Excluding R8 we see that a 777-cotriangle (which is a negative 
building block B7 (Table 1)) always has another B7 as one of its two other 
neighbors; this proves Lemma 7.1. 
By virtue of Lemma 7.1 the sum of the weights is no longer positive 
in all cases with at least four 7-covertices, since 4 . (-0.5) + 2 = 0. There 
remains the discussion of a central building block B2 with at most three 
7-covertices and at least three Scovertices: Excluding R6, there are no 3 
consecutive 5-covertices. Excluding R18 a sequence 575757 must also be 
rejected. There remains one case only, which also has to be excluded, due 
to its containing R19. 
8. CENTRAL BUILDING BLOCK Bl (WEIGHT +3) 
LEMMA 8.1. For each 777-cotriangle one hasp = 2 or p = 1, i.e., each 
777-cotriangle contributes at least half (that means -0.5 or -1) of its 
weight -1 to the compensation calculation. 
Proof. Due to symmetry of Figure 4, Lemma 8.1 needs to be proved 
only for the covertices A, , D, , F, , I, . 
FIGURE 4 
A, . Excluding R13 (Table 2), not i* = iR = 5 (Figure 4). Therefore 
at least one of the two vertices B and R is a 7-vertex, which furnishes one 
neighboring building block B7 for the 777-cotriangle with A as its covertex, 
which contributes nothing to the compensation calculation. Thus the weight 
-1 of this cotriangle will be distributed between at most two neighbors 
having a positive weight, one of the two being the central building block. 
D, . Excluding R5 (Table 2), not i C = ip = 5; therefore the reasoning 
of the preceding case A, applies. 
F, . Excluding R5, as in the preceding case D, , not iD = iG = 5; same 
as A, or D, . 
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1, . Excluding R8, not iH = iJ = 5; same as before. 
This finishes the proof of Lemma 8.1 
If we have at least six 7-covertices, each, by Lemma 8.1, contributing at 
least -0.5, our compensation calculation shows that the sum of the weights 
is <6 . (-0.5) + 3 = 0, what we wanted to prove. Therefore we have 
to consider only cases in which at most 5 of the 7 covertices are 7-covertices 
(and, consequently, all the remaining (i.e., at least 2) covertices are ~-CO- 
vertices). Regarding the central building block, (Figure 4), one has the 
following exclusions: 
(3.1) Excluding R12 (Table 2), ia = 7 (Fig. 4). 
(3.2) Excluding R9, i1 = i, = 7. 
(3) 
(3.3) Excluding RIO, not iD = iP = 5. 
(3.4) Excluding R15, not ip = iN = 5. 
The exclusions (3.1) and (3.2) say that A, 1, K (Figure 4) are three ~-CO- 
vertices; the exclusions (3.3) and (3.4) say that there are at least two more 
‘I-covert&s, i.e., at least five 7-covertices. This means we have to regard 
only all cases with exactly five 7-covertices (and, therefore, exactly two 
5-covertices). 
It follows from (3) that there are only 4 configurations, of which, by 
symmetry, only two are topologically different, viz., 
(4.1) iA = i, = iK = iN = i, = 7, iD = iF = 5, 
(4) 
(4.2) iA = jr = iK = iN = iD = 7, ip = iF = 5. 
By Lemma 8.1, each of the five 777-cotriangles contributes at least -0.5 
(i.e., either -0.5 or -1) to the compensation calculation. If we could 
make sure that at least one of the five 777-cotriangles contributes - 1, the 
compensation calculation is 1 . (- 1) + 4 . (-0.5) + 3 = 0, which 
completes the proof. Fortunately covering both cases (4), as in both 
iF = 5, we can show 
LEMMA 8.2. If ip = 5, the 777-cotriangle with covertex I, has two 
neighboring negative building blocks and, therefore, contributes -1 to the 
compensation calculation. 
Proof. We shall discuss the two vertices J and H (Figure 4) separately: 
J: J is a vertex of a negative building block, because either i, = 7, and 
no proof is necessary, or iJ = 5. Excluding R16 (Table 2) J5 is an isolated 
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5-vertex, i.e., the center of a B6 (weight -1). Note that both R16 and its 
mirror image are reducible configurations to be excluded. 
H: No proof is necessary if iH = 7. Therefore let us consider iH = 5. 
By (4) we have i, = 5, and, excluding R, , iG = 7. Now, in Figure 5, 
T  
FIGURE 5 
excluding R14, is = 7, and excluding R17, &- = 7. Therefore H5 is an 
isolated 5-vertex, i.e., the inner vertex of a building block B6 (Table 1). 
The proof of Lemma 8.2 and, therefore, also of Theorem 1 is finished. 
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